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from Harriet Tubman 

Conductor on the Underground Railroad 

Ann Petry 

The Railroad Runs to Canada 

Along the Eastern Shore of Maryland, in Dorchester County, in Caroline County, the masters kept hearing

whispers about the man named Moses, who was running off slaves. At first they did not believe in his existence.

The stories about him were fantastic, unbelievable. Yet they watched for him. They offered rewards for his

capture. 

They never saw him. Now and then they heard whispered rumors to the effect that he was in the neighborhood.
The woods were searched. The roads were watched. There was never anything to indicate his whereabouts. But

a few days afterward, a goodly number of slaves would be gone from the plantation. Neither the master nor the

overseer had heard or seen anything unusual in the quarter. Sometimes one or the other would vaguely remember

having heard a whippoorwill call somewhere in the woods, close by, late at night. Though it was the wrong
season for whippoorwills. 

Sometimes the masters thought they had heard the cry of a hoot owl, repeated, and would remember having

thought that the intervals between the low moaning cry were wrong, that it had been repeated four times in

succession instead of three. There was never anything more than that to suggest that all was not well in the

quarter. Yet, when morning came, they invariably discovered that a group of the finest slaves had taken to their
heels. 

Unfortunately, the discovery was almost always made on a Sunday. Thus a whole day was lost before the

machinery of pursuit could be set in motion. The posters offering rewards for the fugitives could not be printed

until Monday. The men who made a living hunting for runaway slaves were out of reach, off in the woods with
their dogs and their guns, in pursuit of four-footed game, or they were in camp meetings saying their prayers with

their wives and families beside them. 

Harriet Tubman could have told them that there was far more involved in this matter of running off slaves than

signaling the would-be runaways by imitating the call of a whippoorwill, or a hoot owl, far more involved than a

matter of waiting for a clear night when the North Star was visible. 

In December 1851, when she started out with the band of fugitives that she planned to take to Canada, she had

been in the vicinity of the plantation for days, planning the trip, carefully selecting the slaves that she would take

with her. 
She had announced her arrival in the quarter by singing the forbidden spiritual—“Go down, Moses, ’way down

to Egypt Land”—singing it softly outside the door of a slave cabin, late at night. The husky voice was beautiful

even when it was barely more than a murmur borne on the wind. 

Once she had made her presence known, word of her coming spread from cabin to cabin. The slaves whispered
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to each other, ear to mouth, mouth to ear, “Moses is here.” “Moses has come.” “Get ready. Moses is back

again.” The ones who had agreed to go North with her put ashcake and salt herring in an old bandanna, hastily

tied it into a bundle, and then waited patiently for the signal that meant it was time to start. 
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